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Ricardo Energy & Environment

We want to
create a world
where everyone
can live
sustainably
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Resource Efficiency & Waste Management Practice

• Circular Economy and Sustainability, and Technical Due Diligence and
Operations
• Plastic related work:
– Sustainable Procurement and Plastic Plans – reducing single use plastics
– Circular Economy Strategy
– Compostable packaging
– Service reviews and procurement
• Collection and processing of plastics
– Material flows and LCA
• Import and export of materials
– Communications
• Marketing and comms campaigns
• OPRL member
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Any questions?
You can submit your question or comment in writing at any time during the webinar, using the control
panel on your screen.
(The control panel is usually located in the top right or top left of your screen.)

If your panel is minimised,
click the orange button to
expand it.

Type your question here
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Attendee control panel

Welcome to the CRC Compliance Webinar

Successful CRC Compliance webinar
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Reducing Plastic Waste
– Why is it important?
Wednesday 21 August, 11:00 AM - Webinar
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What’s the problem with plastic?
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The War on Plastic
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Commitment to change
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Use of alternatives?
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Issues and barriers observed

People

Packaging

Processing

Communication,
Education and
motivation

Labelling, Plastic
Alternatives and
Composition

Consistency,
and End
Destinations
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Confused residents

• What do residents want to know?
– How they can recycle their plastics
– Where their recycling goes to
– How they can reduce their plastics
– What ‘stuff’ contains plastic

Plastic is the
cause of
ocean littering

Plastic
packaging is
unnecessary

Alternatives are
environmentally
friendly

All plastics
are alike

Bioplastics
are the
solution

All plastics
can be
recycled
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Summary
• Reducing our plastic waste is important
– Where possible we should seek to prevent / reduce / reuse before recycling
• We need to:
– help the public and businesses make informed choices
• Clear and easy to understand information and labels
– highlight what activities will have the greatest environmental benefits
• Food waste prevention
– challenge consumption and break the convenience habit
• Refill
– use the plastics obsession to trigger other pro environmental behaviours
• Waste prevention, eating less meat, reducing air travel etc.
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Poll Number 1

• What has your Local Authority implemented to
date around plastics reduction and recycling?
– Sustainable Procurement Policy
– Single use plastics reduction plan / campaign
– Plastic specific information on website /
comms material
– Nothing to date but looking at options
– No plans
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North London Waste Prevention
Programme
• Co-ordinated waste prevention
activity since 2007.
• Prepared biennially and revised
annually.
• Prepared in consultation with
officers, Members and other
stakeholders.
• Delivered in partnership.
• Priority waste streams:
• Food
• Furniture and WEEE
• Textiles
• Plastic
15

Why focus on single use plastics?
• Priority waste stream for
2018-20
• Blue Planet effect
• Findings of NLWA
research
• Feed into wider initiatives
• Take leading role and
exemplify
• Broader engagement

Water refill project
• Built on the findings of national research
commissioned by NLWA
• Campaign developed to create positive
press and media coverage around plastic,
providing reusable water bottles as a
practical solution.
• PR agency Barley Communications was
commissioned to assist with media
activity.
• Media launch on 1 August in Hackney
• 1-1 engagement with individuals
• Business engagement
• Media interviews

Tactics

• Media
interviews
• Social media
• Posters
• Infographics
• Press
release
• Animation

Low Plastic Zones
• Built on research
findings
• Developed in liaison
with NLWA Members
• Partnership project
• 7-stage process

Overarching principles
• Criteria for a Low Plastic shop
– commit to eradicate a minimum
of one single use plastic free
item and make a commitment
from a range of options that are
not demanding.

• Criteria for a Low Plastic Area
– 50% of the business operating
in the area accredited as ‘low
plastic shops’.

Charter of Commitment
• Criteria for alternatives to
single use plastics:
– low or no cost to the
business;
– no cost to the consumer;
– no operational implications
to the Boroughs;
– ease of implementation;
and
– speed of implementation.

Progress to date
• Areas identified
• NLWA assessment
and visits
• FAQs
• Website
• Material development
• Challenges

Opportunities and Challenges
• Use of statistics work and
generate interest
• People already aware and now
feel they need to take action- but
unsure how
• Public interest higher than
expected- but only 1 in 4 realise
that prevention is better than
cure
• Right time to engage with the
public on the topic

Thank you
Dimitra Rappou
Waste Prevention Manager
North London Waste Authority

email: dimitra.rappou@nlwa.gov.uk
tel: +44 208 489 5366

THE BLUE PLANET EFFECT
The challenge……..
•

A collaborative approach.

•

Key partner is Environment Plymouth

•

Task Group members include key research institutes, the
University, key employers.

•

Introduced a ‘Plan for Plastics’ with four key themes.

•

‘Plastic Free’ status bid led by Environment Plymouth.

•

The biggest city to achieve the status.

•

Currently updating the citywide process to enable a more
strategic approach.

•

We have the support of 115 businesses, 116 community
ambassadors and 42 schools.

WHY PLYMOUTH ?


Took advantage of our unique situation !



We are Britain’s Ocean City with 50 kms of waterfront to look after.



The Sound is an amazing habitat – corals and sea grass, fish, dolphins,
seals and even orcas (killer whales) and sunfish visit regularly…..it
provides incomes, lifestyles, recreation and leisure too.



But…Windblown litter – such as lightweight plastics – often get picked up
in the wind and blown out to sea.



Balloons released here can travel as far as the East Coast.



Rubbish comes down the rivers …..all five of them.



And we get as much plastic waste from the Ocean as we get from the
city – a double whammy because of our location on the Western
Approaches.



We have some of the leading plastic experts in the UK to help !

ACTIONS TAKEN


Introduced the Plan for Plastics as a citywide strategic plan overseen by
a Task Group drawn from local partners (not just the Council).



Focused on single use plastic – something everyone can do.



Encouraged everyone just to look around their home, office, café or
shop.



Have removed cups, bottles, sachets, stirrers, plastic wallets for filing
and cutlery…amongst other things.



Have also tackled sector specific plastics – in yacht repairs for
example.



Introduced the One Plymouth reusable cups and bottles.



Developing a local Directory of plastic free alternatives and hosted
workshops.



Introduced a simple ’code of conduct’ and shared informative toolkits.



Addressed the plastic waste in fireworks – rendering the National
Championships plastic free.

CHALLENGES ?


You will need inspiration and incentives – the Blue Planet Effect.



Preferably don’t establish anything if you have closely fought local elections coming
up……it doesn’t help.



Avoid using the campaign to ‘score points’



Trust is important – it may be better to have an independent NGO as the lead partner.



Be honest and upfront – if you don’t have the resources (staff or budget) please admit
it….there are other solutions.



Trust Surfers Against Sewage – you’ll have a huge network of people and toolkits to call
on.



Prepare for a long term, strategic approach – this is not a campaign that is going to go
away.



Give participants time to react



Communicate – don’t expect to ‘command and control’…..we’re all in this together.

ANY QUESTIONS !


We welcome your ideas, questions and comments !



We can be contacted on info@environmentplymouth.org



Join our Facebook page for up to date information….Plastic Free
Plymouth Sound at :



https://www.facebook.com/groups/140911630099135/



Look out for Plastic Free events and further info on the Plan for
Plastics – see
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/environmentandpollution/plastics
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Audience questions
How do you promote reduction rather
than recycling?

What alternatives to plastic
packaging could be
recommended?

How do we communicate end
destination of recyclates
when it can change so
frequently?

Our neighbouring authority
collects different plastic –
how do we communicate why
this is?
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Plastic packaging can help prevent
food waste – how can you
communicate a balanced message?

How do you communicate such a
complex subject?

How can I get our Council
to cut down on single use
plastics?
Does a DRS
system legitimise
purchase of
plastic bottles?
How do we move
the debate on
from straws?
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Background research findings
• Headline results
3 in 4 people not
sure how best to
reduce plastic
pollution

13 bn single use
plastic bottles a year
are used in the UK

69% want to change
their habits to help
the environment

50% said recycling
was the best option
– only 1 in 4 stated
that prevention is a
better option

80% in London said
they now have a
reusable bottle

• What would make people use reusable bottles?
26% said more
public places to
refill, e.g. water
fountains

25% said
remembering to
take their reusable
bottle

25% said being
able to refill in any
pub, cafe or shop
without feeling
awkward

20% said being
sure of the
cleanliness of
existing water
fountains

13% said cheaper
reusable bottles

Thank you for participating

• Next Steps
– Checklist to be published September 2019
If you have any top tips or case studies you would like us to include
please email me:
Chidubem Nwabufo
Ricardo Energy & Environment
T: +44 1235 753 651
E: Chidubem.Nwabufo@ricardo.com
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Sarahjane Widdowson
Associate Director– Resource Efficiency and Waste Management
Email:
Sarahjane.Widdowson@ricardo.com
Direct Dial:
+44 (0)1235 753 260
Mobile:
+44 (0)7581 621 795
Twitter:
@SJWaste
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